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The new ELESA security lobe knobs series VLS.
and VLSK can be easily screwed as all Elesa
traditional clamping knobs but, in particular, their
main feature is the possibility to be unlocked only
by operators using the proper key. Without it the
knob turns preventing the unscrewing .

The main difference between the two models lies in
the mechanism for locking/unlocking:
- The security lobe knob VLS. can be unlocked only
by using a special key, fold-away or ball-shaped
anti-intrusion profiled. Without this security key the
knob turns preventing the unscrewing.
- The security lobe knob VLSK can be locked and
unlocked by inserting the proper key with different
combinations into the lock and turning it by 180°.
By so doing, the clamping element and the knob are
made integral. When the lock is brought back to the
starting position and the key is removed, the knob
turns freely preventing the unscrewing.

The special design of the internal safety device and
flange promotes the drainage of any impurity (dust,
soil, dirt or liquids).

The security lobe knobs series VLS. and VLSK are
made out of glass-fibre reinforced polyamide based
technopolymer and are available with brass boss or
stud in zinc-plated steel (VLSK) or stainless steel
(VLS.).
The standard dimensions for VLS. are 42 and 55
mm, for VLSK is 63 mm.

The products technical data sheets, along with
drawings and tables with codes and sizes, are
available on the web site www.elesa.com
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Security lobe knobs 
with vandal-proof function

Thanks to the safety device these knobs can be unlocked only by
inserting the proper key
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